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Abstract

Some programming languages, notably object-oriented languages, structure their data types into a tree,
with the child relationship indicating a more powerful type, i.e., one with more operations. This tree has
been generalized, e.g., by Ingals and Borning [Borning and Ingalls 82], to a directed acyclic graph.
The present paper proposes a further requirement: that data types form a lattice under the same
ordering. Bottom in the lattice is the root of the conventional inheritance tree, type Any with the
minimal set of operations. Top is type None, possessing all possible operations. The unique element of
this type is the familiar Nil, the entity which can be treated as belonging to any type, but which breaks
as soon as one tries to operate on it.

1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with strongly typed programming languages and with the clear and uniform
treatment of the indispensable constant Nil. It is motivated by our experiences with the Emerald programming language, but most of the ideas carry over in to a conventional strongly-typed language like
Pascal or Algol-68.
Emerald is an object oriented language; its object structure is described in [Black et al. 86] and its
type system in [Black et al. 87]. Each identi er in an Emerald program is associated at compile time
with an abstract type, which is nothing more than a set of operations and their signatures. An operation
signature gives the types of the arguments and results of the operation. The type of an identi er can be
regarded as a statement of all the possible operations that can be performed on the objects that will be
bound to it. For example, consider the type Directory de ned as:
const Directory type T
Lookup K String ! E Entry
Add K String, E Entry !
Delete K String !
end T
This says that Directory is a type with three operations: Lookup, Add, and Delete. The signature of
Lookup is \[K: String] ! [E:Entry ]", which means that it takes an argument of type String and returns
a result of type Entry. Both the argument and result lists may be empty.
If a variable is declared as
var d Directory
then it is legal to write invocations like d.Lookup [\key" ] and d.Delete [\bad" ] but not d.New. Type safety
requires that when we execute the assignment
d exp
the object returned by exp does indeed support the operations Lookup, Add, and Delete, with the correct
argument and result types. Moreover, we have chosen that in the normal case it is the responsibility
of the compiler to ensure that this is true. It is perfectly acceptable for exp to return an object with
additional operations, but those operations will never be invoked on d.
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Slightly more formally, we say in Emerald that a object o can be bound to identi er i if the type of o
conforms to the type of i. A type O conforms to type I, written O > I, i :
 All operations in I are also in O (with the same names)
 For each operation I and corresponding operation O
{ they have the same number of arguments
{ they have the same number of results
{ the type of each result of O conforms to the corresponding result of I
{ the type of each argument of I conforms to the corresponding argument of O .
Note that the results of the operations must conform in the same direction as the types to which they
belong, but that the arguments must conform inversely. This re ects the opposing information ows of
arguments and results.
In Emerald, the type Any has no operations. So, if a variable is declared as
var a Any
any object at all can be assigned to a, since any object conforms to Any. The type ReadOnlyDirectory,
with Lookup as its only operation, conforms to Any, and Directory conforms to ReadOnlyDirectory. In
fact, > induces a partial order on types, as depicted in the following DAG:
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Some types are incomparable: the type with Add as its only operation is incomparable to the type
with Delete. Moreover, the type with Add [String] ! [] is incomparable to the type with Add [Integer]
! [Integer].
One problem with this scheme is how to type Nil, the name of the \unde ned" object. We typically
wish to use Nil in assignments
d Nil
and in tests:
:=
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if d 6 Nil then d.Lookup \key" endif
=

[

]

From what has been said so far, for Nil to be assignable to d, it must support all the directory operations.
Similarly, for Nil to be assignable to
var i Integer
it must support all of the integer operations. By extension, Nil must possess all of the operations of all
possible types that might ever be constructed. This seems like a contradiction, because operationally we
know that Nil does nothing. Indeed, it is a contradiction, because Nil would have to support add with
an unbounded number of con icting signatures.
The conventional solution to this dilemma, and the one that was adopted initially in the design of
Emerald, is to make Nil a special case. Either Nil refers to a single special object that does not otherwise
t into the type system, or, as in Algol 68, there is a separate Nil for each reference type, and a syntactic
mechanism for disambiguating the symbol Nil that denotes them all [vanWijngaarden et al. 76, Section
2.1, 3.2].
:

2 From partial order to lattice
The alternative solution presented in this paper is to accept the contradictions and to complete the design
of the type system in such a way as they cause no damage. In the partial order we have so far described,
it is the case that every pair of types T and U have a \meet" or greatest lower bound \T u U" that
contains just those operations that are common to T and U. If there are no operations in common the
meet is Any, which is the bottom element in the partial order. If T and U have in common just operation
[f ] ! [g ] then the type containing just with that signature is their meet. However, if they both
support operations but with di erent signatures [fT ] ! [gT ] and [fU ] ! [gU ], then T meet U is
the type containing [fT t fU ] ! [gT u gU ] if fT t fU (the join of fT and fU ) is de ned, and Any
otherwise. This de nition generalizes in the obvious way to types with more than one operation.
The conventional mathematical solution to this inelegant caveat \if the join exists" is to declare that
all joins do exist, i.e., to embed the partial order in a complete lattice. We do not loose generality by
this assumption, since such a lattice always exists [Stoy 77, pp. 88-91, 414]. What is a little surprising
is that (at least some of the) the extra elements we introduce are semantically useful. In particular, the
top element of this lattice of types provides a type for Nil.
We de ne T u U as the largest type such that T > T u U and U > T u U, and T t U as the
smallest type such that T t U > U and T t U > T. Just as we denote bottom (?), the minimal
type s.t. for all types T, T > ? by Any, we denote top (>), the maximal type s.t. for all types T,
> > T by None. Nil is simply an object of type None; it supports all possible operations, with all
possible signatures, including the contradictory ones. In other words, Nil supports add with 1,3, and
17 arguments of all possible types. It supports an operation miracle s.t. wp [miracle] R = true and an
operation Halt [Turing-machine, Tape ] ! [Boolean ]. Of course, we are speaking only of type checking,
which we view as syntactic. If an attempt is made to invoke any of these operations, the implementation
breaks, which is exactly the characteristic one expects of Nil.

3 A lattice of types or a lattice of signatures
The preceding discussion has demonstrated one bene t of extending the partial order of types to a
complete lattice | the usefulness of the top element, None. We are left with the problem of de ning the
join (or least upper bound) operation on types. In the absence of overloading (which would require the
modi cation of our notion of type to allow a type to include multiple operations with the same name,
and which we have systematically ignored in this discussion), we have two obvious choices.
Since our motivation for forming a lattice from the partial order of types was this lattice's top element
(> or None), we could de ne the join of two types with con icting operation signatures to be > in every
case. That is, if types T and U are de ned by:
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type T
A Integer ! Integer
B Integer ! Real
end T
type U
A Integer ! Integer
B Integer, Real !
end U
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Then we de ne T t U as > because the signatures of BT and BU contradict. In de ning t in this way
we make minimal changes to our original partial order, adding only the single element None in order to
complete the lattice.
Our second alternative is to allow multiple contradictory types instead of collapsing all of them to the
single element >. Before getting into the details, let us rst consider an example. Given types T and U
above, we see that their B operations con ice, but their A operations are compatible, in fact identical.
It may be useful to de ne their join (t) as a type with an operation A from Integers to Integers, and an
operation B with a contradictory signature, as follows:
type TjoinU
A Integer ! Integer
B>
end TjoinU
This de nition of join retains what information it can from the two types being joined, while adequately
re ecting those operations on which the con ict.
To formally de ne the join to achieve this e ect, we de ne a lattice of operation signatures, including
both a top and bottom element. The bottom element of this lattice was previously useful in specifying that
the operation is non existent in a type [Black et al. 87]; the top element is now useful as the speci cation
of a contradictory operation. We can now de ne the join operation between operation signatures, o and
p.
 If either of o or p is ?, then the join is the other.
 If either is > then the join is >.
 If o and p have di ering number of arguments or results then the join is >.
 If o and p have the same numbers of arguments and results, the the join is the signature with the
pairwise u (t) of the corresponding argument (result) types.
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4 Emerald
The Emerald type system was designed as a partial order, and later extended to a lattice by the introduction of the single top element None. All contradictory types therefore collapse into this single
element.

5 Comparison with Other Work
The idea of expressing the relationship between data types as a lattice has a long history. However, the
present work is (to our knowledge) unique in that it deals with types as sets of operations rather than as
sets of values, as advocated for example by Donahue and Demers [Donahue and Demers 85].
Cousot and Cousot [Cousot and Cousot 77] address the problem of positioning Nil in a lattice of
reference types. However, the focus of their paper is to eliminate the run-time check that is otherwise
necessary before dereferencing a pointer. They treat each conventional reference type as the top of a
lattice of types containing the singleton type of Nil and the type of non-Nil references as the only proper
elements. They thus require that there be a separate Nil pointer for each reference type. Their ordering
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relation is inclusion of values: the values of the complete conventional reference type is the union of Nil
and the non-Nil reference values.
In the same year, Shamir and Wadge [Shamir and Wedge 77] presented a type system in which all
types and all values are part of the same lattice. Their ordering relation is the conventional approximation
ordering on values, and inclusion on types; the assertions x v y, x is of type y, and any object of type x
is of type y are all equivalent. So, for example, all the integer values and truth values are incomparable,
but 2 and 4 are both v eveninteger, which is v integer which is v real. As in the Emerald type system,
the question \what is the type of 5" is meaningless: any particular element of their lattice has a chain of
types that describe it to a lesser or greater degree of accuracy. In Emerald, this chain is nite, because
all obejcts have a nite set of operations. The l.u.b. of this chain contains all of the operations; we call
it the \best tting abstract type". In Shamir and Wadge's system, since a type is a set of values, each
value belongs to an in nite set of intuitive types. 5 is of type integer, 5 is of type real, 5 is of type prime,
? is of 5 and 5 is of type U (the Universal type) are all true assertions.
The treatment of functions in Shamir and Wadge's system is somewhat similar to Emerald. In
particular, they recognise the essential antimonotonicity of argument types. real w integer, since real
contains all the integer values; integer ! real (the type of all functions from integers to reals) w integer
! integer, which in turn w real ! integer.
A recent paper by Cardelli, Donahue and Nelson [Cardelli et al. 87] describes a type system with the
most similarity to that advocated here. Modula 3 aims to clean up the ragged edges of Modula 2's type
system where it deals with subranges and opaque types, and also introduces a simple set of object types
with inheritance. A notion of subtyping is introduced that orders types by containment, although this is
interpreted in such a way that it also provides for a weak conformity of object types.
In Modula 3, a type T is a subtype of U, written T <: U, if every value of type T is also a value of
type U. This is motivated by the example [0 .. 9] <: Integer. If t is of type T, and u is of type U, then
the assignment u := t is safe, and t := u requires (in general) a run-time check. (Modula 3 makes this
check implicit.) The notion of containment of values is extended so that
TYPE IC = REF RECORD i: INTEGER; c: CHAR END;
TYPE I = REF RECORD i: INTEGER END;
are ordered by IC <: I. This is motivated by the fact that an IC value is the address of an integer eld i,
followed by a char eld c, whereas an I value is the address of an integer eld i. Every value of type IC
is therefore also a value of type I, from which the stated ordering follows by de nition.
In Emerald, records are considered to be a shorthand for objects with the appropriate Set and Get
operations to access the elds. So type I has SetI and GetI operations that accept and return an integer,
and type IC has these operations as well as additional operations to access c. In our ordering, I < IC
(read I has fewer operations that IC, or IC conforms to I). Both systems allow an IC value to be assigned
to an I variable, but the inverse assignment requires a run-time check (which is implicit in Modula 3, and
explicit in Emerald | a view expression.)
Beneath this super cial simlarity, the two type systems are very diferent. Basically, Emerald's concern
with operations rather than values yields a type system that is far more abstract. Type conformity is not
concerned with the order of the elds in a record, or indeed whether they exist at all. Two quite di erent
representations can both conform to the same type, provided that they possess the same operations.
The arguments and results of the operations need not be identical, provided that they conform in the
appropriate way.
In contrast, Modula 3's preoccupation with the concrete details of an object's representation permits
a simple form of inheritance based on adding elds and operations to an existing type. In Emerald's
more abstract setting, it is not even clear how to give a meaning to the question \is every value of type
T also a value of type U?" Comparing the bits that make up a T and seeing if they can be interpreted as
a U is inadequate, and not only because both T and U can have multiple, quite di erent, represenations.
By `is every T also a V', the Modula 3 type system really means to ask `when a T value is interpreted as
a U value, is it the same value? Emerald views sameness a semantic issue, and as such quite outside the
jurisdiction of the type system.
In fact, the only Emerald types for which the \value containment" de nition of typing would make
sense are those built-in types which may not be reimplemented, whose representaion is known to the
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compiler, and whose semantics are part of the language de nition. Chief among these are the integers.
Emerald does not provide a build in constructor for integer subranges, but if it did, in order to make [0 ..
9] > Integer, but not Integer > [0 .. 9], the subrange would have to have more operations than Integer.
To make this possible in general, it would be necessary to invent maxinteger2 arti cial operations, solely
in order to provide the proper inclusion on integer subtypes. An explicit create operator would be needed
to achieve the conversion from integer to each subrange.
In Modula 3, Null (the type containing the single value Nil) is treated as <: all reference, pointer and
object types. This implies that (the reresentation of) Nil is also a (representation of the same) value in
all of those types, which is indeed the conventional interpretion of Nil in a language like Pascal. However,
Modula 3, along with Emerald, achieves this in a uni ed and consistent setting.

6 Summary
Nil has clean semantics, but the irony of the situation is that no one cares!
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